
Pupils will develop their understanding of place value, calculations, money, elapsed time and time within days.  Using 
examples from London transport, they will use and apply their maths skills.   Maths London Transport – Bikes & Buses 

Pupils will explore the patterns and repeated phrases in high quality texts, using stories as stimuli and aids for performanc es,
writing, reading and retelling stories.  Stories in familiar settings will help pupils learn to use grammatical elements in their writing.  English Patterns and phrases & Stories in familiar settings  

. Pupils will learn about the people and locations at school, expected behaviour in different locations, and transitioning wi th 
increased independence.  They will learn to communicate with people who are unfamiliar or less familiar.  SoCo Knowing my way around the school & how to speak to people 

Pupils will sort different emotions into the four zones, identify their own feelings and identify triggers and situations that affect their 
emotions.  Pupils will learn to be more self-aware and manage their feelings more effectively.  

. 

PSHE Zones of Regulation – recognising and managing feelings.  

Pupils will establish routines and ways of working.  They will learn to and consolidate their ability to access the science room, use 
scientific equipment and understand scientific jargon.  They will participate in increasing complex experiments, learning the skills 

they need to access the science curriculum and make progress from their various starting points.  
Science Stepping into Science

Pupils will develop an understanding of their new environment and learn about the purpose of maps and how to use them.  
They will also learn about and celebrate diversity across the world.Humanities Making Connections & BHM

.Pupils will recognise calypso music and instruments from the Caribbean. They will learn the origins of each instrument as 
well as develop basic skills and techniques for recognising beats and participating in call and response sessions. Music Caribbean Calypso  

Pupils will explore the story of Rosa Parks as part of BHM.  They will learn a range of techniques linked to creating a 
performance. Where appropriate, pupils will rehearse and prepare a sequence of short scenes as an ensemble for an 

invited audience.  

-

Drama Black Heroes – Rosa Parks 

Pupils will understand and use everyday technology.  Pupils will learn to plan journeys using technology and gain an 
understanding of how long journeys take to complete.   Computing Everyday Technology / Planning Journeys 

Pupils will learn about various ways to prepare fruit and vegetables, including the bridge and claw cutting techniques, rubbing in, 
baking, boiling, peeling and grating.  They will also learn how to present their dishes.  Cooking Fruit and vegetables

Through this unit, pupils will be introduced to the skills needed to play a simple game of table tennis. Pupils already familiar
with techniques associated with the game will consolidate and develop their knowledge and skills.PE Table Tennis

Art BHM – Line and Shape
Pupils will learn about artists of Nigerian origin. They will experiment with printing techniques and mark-making to 

produce artworks inspired by Nigerian symbols. 
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